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1976: Pictures of 
Mars from Viking ship

• America's Viking I space-craft has landed 
on Mars and beamed back to Earth the 
first photographs of its surface. 

• US President Gerald Ford has proclaimed 
20 July Space Exploration Day, as it was 
on this day seven years ago man first 
walked on the Moon. 

• British astronomer Patrick Moore has 
described it as "one of the most exciting 
days in the whole story of mankind". 

news.bbc.co.uk/onthisday/hi/dates/stories/july/20/

Viking 1976



Location Map

Cydonia region

Viking 2 Landing Site 

Viking 1 Landing Site 

Pathfinder Landing Site



Possible Configuration of Ancient 

Oceans on Mars

This view shows Mars as it might have looked mid-way through its 

history according to the oceans hypothesis. 

Chryse Planitia

Valles Marineris

http://www.brown.edu/Administration/News_Bureau/1999-00/99-060g.html

Tharsis region



NASA Mars Missions

Landers: InSight, Curiosity, Spirit and 

Opportunity, Mars Pathfinder, and Viking



Hundreds of Anomalous Objects Have Been Found on Mars

Reported by Frank Jacobs

Trees? 

Log?



More Recent Mars Anomaly Investigators



“Inhabit Mars” by Robert Harber

Htt ps:// youtube.com/ channel/ UCEgEmcaQlbW8fdWFfGQMubQ

https://youtube.com/channel/UCEgEmcaQlbW8fdWFfGQMubQ


“Inhabit Mars”



Gale Crater Lake?

Cydonia

Gale Crater



Gale Crater Shipyard?
Is this a sunken or stranded wooden ship outline?



Stern of Wooden Ship?
Was Gale Crater an Inhabited Lake before Atomic Explosions? 



The Face on Mars



Numerous Publications Document the ‘Face’ Controversy
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Numerous Publications Document the ‘Face’ Controversy

1997

2015

1950s 1996

1999 Dr. John E. Bradenburg



The Cydonia Complex
What others have found.







Collapsed

Slumped





D&M Pyramid
exhibits mass wasting 

and internal faulting

Because it was built 

on an unstable 

sedimentary base 

containing water.



The enormous weight 

of the pyramid, even on 

Mars, caused sediment 

on the west side to be 

squeezed like 

toothpaste out from 

under the pyramid, 

forming arcuate ripple 

ridges (green), missed 

by NASA scientists to 

prevent Hoagland from 

getting credit for its 

artificial origin.

Hanlon in his book 

even claims this high 

resolution image proves 

it is not artificial.



The Human Mind Is Programmed 

(wired) to See Faces

Pareidolia

A psychological phenomenon 

involving a vague and random 

stimulus being mistakenly 

perceived as recognizable, and 

can also lead them to interpret 

random images or patterns of 

light and shade as being faces.



Face-like Features Abound on Mars
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Geologic Anomalies triangles

fracture patterns





High Resolution Images of the ‘Face’



New Details of the ‘Face’



Imperfect Symmetry is Not Evidence 

Against Artificiality

if it is hiding multiple figures

Ezekiel 10
12  As for the wheels, they were called in 

my hearing, “Wheel.”

13  Each one had four faces: the first face 

was the face of a cherub, the second face 

the face of a man, the third face of a lion, 

and the fourth face of an eagle.



Four Faces in One?

MAN                                                    CHERUB



Four Faces in One?

EAGLE                                               LION

Discovered by Robert Morningstar



The Discovery of Similar Features on Earth 
1992-1994

• Hoagland discovers Cydonia II in Great Britain in 
1992. Cornet discovers another Cydonia II in New 
York, USA.

• Hoagland compared Silbury Hill and Avebury 
Circle in the U.K. with the Tholus and Crater in 
Cydonia on Mars, saying that they represent a 
smaller version of those features.

• Implication: Crop circle formations in neolithic 
times became locations and templates for the 
design of Avebury and Silbury Hill.

• Temporal concentration of crop circles and UFO 
sightings in the Wiltshire area of U.K. drew 
attention to neolithic structures and a link to 
Cydonia on Mars.



Hoagland’s Cydonia II in England



Crater and Tholus Angle with cliff



Cydonia, the Crater and tetrahedron

Naturally occurring sand pyramids are usually three-

sided not four-sided (Baker, 1928; Corliss, 1980).



Cydonia, the Crater and tetrahedron

Avebury Circle

Silbury Hill



Tholus and Satellite Mound on Mars



Silbury Hill



Latitude of Cydonia Crater

Erjavic, 1994





Were the Two Nuclear Explosions Before or After 

the Cydonia Complex was Created on Mars?



Wallkill River ValleyA duplicate of Cydonia and the ‘Face’ here on Earth?

How could this have been found if the ‘Face’ on Mars 

is just a pile of rocks?  



Wisconsinian Ice Age

Ice Age



Maximum extent of ice 

during the Ice Age

Monroe & Wicander: The Changing Earth, 3rd ed.



Glacial Retreat



Maximum Extent of Ice

Tarbuck & Lutgens, Earth, An Introduction to Physical Geology, 2002



Glacial Moraines Extend Below 

New York into Northern New Jersey

Wallkill River Valley

Tarbuck & Lutgens, Earth, An Introduction to Physical Geology, 2002 

flows north



Kettles, kames, eskers, and outwash plain

Tarbuck & Lutgens, Earth, An Introduction to Physical Geology, 2002 



Lake Osiris in Orange County, NY



Map of Lake Osiris kettle



The UFO Corridor





Flight paths plotted on daytime picture

with compass directions



Indian Mound
Pyramid – Pyro (fire) in Middle



Magnetic Map of Pine Bush Region

Magnetic values

increase to the

South.

MAGNETIC

ANOMALIES

form bull's-eye

patterns running

down the axis

of the Wallkill

River Valley.

low

very high

medium

high



UAP

occurrences

relative to

magnetic 

anomalies

There is a strong 

correlation between UAP 

activity (green circles) in 

the valley and magnetic 

anomalies (red and clear 

ellipses), indicating some 

type of relationship.



Circular Topographic and River Pattern

Something caused this

pattern to form.



Wallkill River Valley Crater (1992)

Discovered

and mapped

before I knew

about Face on

Mars or about

Hoagland’s

work.



Cydonia Overlay Fits Exactly







Discovery of the ‘Tholus’



Discovery of the Face on Earth



There is an 

uncanny match 

between the 

contours on 

Earth and the 

Martian Face, 

as if the FOM 

was modeled 

after the 

erosional 

irregularities of 

the FOE.



The Face on Earth (FOE) blocked drainage

In the Wallkill River Valley, drowning the

Lands south of the Face. The canal was dug

To drain the shallow lake in late 1800s.

The Cheechunk Canal



Discovery of the D&M Pyramid Base



Based on its

Earth footprint,

the D&M 

Pyramid on 

Mars is slightly 

over 1,000 feet 

high and has a 

footprint of 3.5 

square miles. 



However, The ‘City’ Area Reveals a Key



Mt. Adam and Mt. Eve? How Can This Be?



Mt. Adam (north side)

Mt. Adam, north side (looking south). Note parallel rows of tree tops running from 

left to right along lower half of slope (arrows) as possible evidence of remnant steps 

or benches that may have once existed to the top of the mountain. The lower steps 

may have been preserved from ice sheet damage when covered by advancing glacial 

drift and/or water. Most of the steps higher up on the north side, however, were 

destroyed by the ice sheet. Picture taken 7 August 1994 from Black Walnut Island.



Mt. Adam (southwest side)

Mt. Adam, southwest side (looking northeast). Note possible traces of steps preserved 

near the top of the mountain and along a lower bench (arrows) and the non-horizontal 

structure of the granite. Unlike the north side, which received the brunt of impacts from 

ice sheets, steps on the southwest side may have survived by being down-flow and in an 

ice "shadow." Less chemical weathering and water runoff at the top of the mountain 

may explain why those steps are preserved better than the ones lower down on the 

slope. Picture taken in March 1994.



The ‘City’ Counterpart is Not an Exact Match



AGE OF THE CYDONIA II COMPLEX ON EARTH

• Which came first? Cydonia I or Cydonia II?

• The oldest estimate of 500,000 years for Cydonia I is based on 

the solstice alignment of the Face, Cliff, and Crater with the Sun 

on Mars (Hoagland, 1992). 

• That age occurred during the Earth's Great Interglacial, prior to 

the growth of the Illinoian ice sheet 200 kyr ago. 

• That penultimate glacial period (approximately 140,000 to 

200,000 years ago: Jouzel et al., 1993) would have destroyed all 

traces of the Crater, Cliff, and Face in the valley. 

• A younger age, such as during the previous Sangamonian 

interglacial from 115,000 to 140,000 years ago, would have 

subjected the monuments in the Wallkill River valley to only one 

interval of cyclical burial under ice, and could account for the 

survival of features which retained significant bedrock 

expression after the ice disappeared. 



AGE OF THE CYDONIA II COMPLEX ON EARTH

• Even so, there has been an extreme amount of erosion, and a 

post-glacial age (post-dating the Younger Dryas which ended 

about 10,000 years ago) is not long enough to account for the 

reduction and near leveling of large pyramidal structures, which 

may have been constructed of stone like the pyramids of Egypt.

• The D&M Pyramid, the largest of all the pyramids in the 

Cydonia I complex, would have been toppled and destroyed by 

the movement of a massive ice sheet, although much of its base 

could have survive (indications for the outline of the pyramid 

base have survived). 

• An age of 200,000 years ago, which is what Hoagland now 

thinks is the age of Cydonia I (pers. comm., 1994), places the 

complex at the beginning of the Illinoian glacial episode, and is 

again too old for reasons cited above. 

• A Sangamonian interglacial age, therefore, is indicated. 



Comparison of Cydonia I and II



Tilt Difference Between Cydonia I and II



Why The Difference?
• Local geology forced the placement, and the difference is 

meaningless. Longitude is arbitrary, while latitude is fixed.

• The angle difference could be due with the tilt angles of 
Earth and Mars at the time they were constructed.

• Is this angle (36 deg.) the sum of Earth and Mars tilt 
angles, or is it the difference between tilt angles?

• Maximum tilt for Mars is 40 degrees, while that for Earth 
is 25 degrees.

• Minimum tilt for Mars is 13 degrees, while the minimum 
for Earth is 22.5 degrees.

• 13 + 22.5 = 35.6 degrees, close to the divergence angle.

• Tilt angle varies according to Obliquity (40,000 yrs.) on 
Earth.

• Tilt angle varies over 10-20 million years on Mars.

• When was the last time the tilt angle on Mars was only 13 
degrees?



AGE OF THE CYDONIA I COMPLEX ON MARS

(a better method for determining age)

• The center of the Crater is not at the exact same 
latitude on Mars and Earth (rounded to 41°36’).

• Mars is tectonically dead; if it ever had tectonic 
plates, they have long since stopped moving as the 
core of the planet cooled.

• Earth, on the other hand, is dynamically changing; 
therefore, the location of the Crater II would be 
changing longitude and latitude as the North 
American plate moved west and rotated 
counterclockwise.

• The slight difference in latitude would represent 
the amount of movement since the Cydonia I 
Complex was created on Mars.



AGE OF THE CYDONIA I COMPLEX ON MARS

Earth Latitude 41° 36.206’

Mars Latitude 41° 35.567’

3,888 ft. (118,506 cm)

difference



Calculating Northward Motion of New York

• North-south movement along the San Andreas 
fault is estimated at about 5 cm per year (3 cm for 
the Pacific plate and western California; 2 cm for 
eastern California and the southwest.

• However, today the North American plate is 
moving westward at about 2 cm per year.

• A series of supervolcanic calderas in the 
northwestern United States show the motion of the 
North American plate over a stationary hot spot 
during the last 16.3 million years.

• These data show an average southwestern 
movement at 3.64 cm per year (317 miles in 14 
million years).



Calculating Northward Motion of New York

• That means the North American plate is rotating 
counter-clockwise, and the East Coast is moving 
slowly north as it moves west.

• The North Atlantic ocean is the last part of the 
Atlantic basin to open, and the rate of spreading is 
faster than in the central Atlantic.

• The amount of northward movement would be no 
more than the amount of southward movement of 
the West Coast (2.03 cm per year).

• And it could be as little as 1 cm per year 
northward movement.

• What do these spreading rates give us for age?



North American Plate Movement



Glaciers of the past
• Ice Age

• Four major stages recognized in North 

America

» Holocene interglacial

– Wisconsinian

» Sangamonian interglacial

– Illinoian

– Kansan 

– Nebraskan

• Ice covered 30% of Earth’s land area

Traverse, Paleopalynology, 1988



Calculating the Age of Cydonia I on Mars

• The Cydonia Complex on Mars may have been 
created when a dying civilization saw that its 
monuments on Earth were going to be destroyed by 
an upcoming glacial age.

• They decided to build a near-duplicate of the Wallkill 
River Valley monuments on a planet that would be 
visited after the survivors reached space-faring 
technology again.

• This duplicate would survive and become a template 
for discovering the remnants of the original complex 
on Earth at the same latitude.

• For any civilization to do this places a high level of 
importance to that race on the meaning for that 
complex of monuments.



Calculating the Age of Cydonia I on Mars

• At the time the Cydonia Complex on Mars was created, 
both Cydonia I and II craters were located at the very 
same latitude.

• Since then, Cydonia II on Earth has moved north by 
3,888 feet (118,506 cm).

• Minimum: If the rate of movement north was an 
average 2 cm per year, the age of Cydonia I on Mars 
would be 59,253 years (middle of the last glacial 
advance).

• Maximum: If the rate of movement north was only half 
that rate (1 cm per year), the age of Cydonia I on Mars 
would be 118,506 years (just before the end of the 
Sangamonian interglacial period, and the beginning of 
the Wisconsinian glacial period.



Before Atlantis, by Mark Carlotto (2018)





Wisconsinian Ice Age

Ice Age

Sangamonian



Hominid Evolution

Monroe & Wicander: The Changing Earth, 3rd ed.



Conclusions (1 of 4)

• It is highly unlikely that six features spread out over an area of 
250 square miles could exist on two very different planets, and 
at the same latitude position in the northern hemisphere by 
chance alone.

• The existence of these two complexes resolves the debate as to 
the artificial origin of the Face on Mars.

• The Cydonia Complex on Mars was probably created as a 
template, allowing us to recognize the original structures on 
Earth after they had been severely damaged by glaciation and 
erosion. 

• Plate tectonic motion dates the building of Cydonia I on Mars 
no younger than 59,000 years ago, and Cydonia II on Earth 
sometime during the previous interglacial (115-140,000 years 
ago).



Conclusions continued (2 of 4)

ONE OF SEVERAL POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS

• The Cydonia Complex on Earth indicates the existence of a 
pre-Sumerian culture or race in North America during a 
previous interglacial period, soon after Homo sapiens 
sapiens evolved from Homo sapiens (Cro-Magnon man).

• This culture differed from later known cultures by carving 
monuments in bedrock, as well as building five and six-
sided pyramids.

ANOTHER POSSIBLE EXPLANATION

• The Cydonia complexes were not created by humans or 
human ancestors.

• They were created by extraterrestrial visitors who wanted 
to leave proof that they were involved in our evolution 
(i.e. we were created in their image).




